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THE POWER PACK PALS ARE FOUR GREAT FRIENDS WHO WE WILL HELP YOU TO 
UNDERSTAND WHY ELECTRICITY, THE ‘MAGIC POWER’, IS VERY IMPORTANT IN OUR WORLD 
BUT ALSO VERY DANGEROUS, AND SHOULD BE TREATED WITH EXTRA SPECIAL CARE. 
LET’S MEET THE POWER PACK GANG:

Here is Professor Penelope. She 
knows everything there is to 
know about electricity and 

about staying safe.

This is Peter. He knows how 
to stay out of trouble.
He’s great at puzzles.

This is Percy Pigeon. Check out his 
power pack. He works with 

Professor Penelope to find any 
problems that need to be sorted.

This is Polly. She’s Peter’s
best friend. She loves
exploring outdoors.

Meet the
Power Pack Pals

Meet the
Power Pack Pals



Never climb poles or 
pylons that hold up 

electricity cables. If you 
touch one of the cables 

it could kill you.

Watch out where 
you go fishing. 

Always look out 
and look up!

Never fish near 
electricity pylons 
or power cables

LOOK OUT,
LOOK UP!



If you see big cables on the 
ground stay far away! These 
might be live electricity cables 
and are very dangerous!

They can get caught up 
on the electric cables 
and could give you an

WATCH OUT!
...but

Flying DRONES OR 
kites is great fun... 



always stay away from electricity 
substations. The equipment inside them 
is extremely powerful and dangerous.

WATCH OUT!
where you go 

camping.

Never pitch your tent 
anywhere near electric 
pylons or power lines.



water conducts 
electricity, so it’s important NEVER

 to touch electrical appliances 
with wet hands or you could

get an electric shock

place your drink well away 
from any electrical appliances. 
if they are knocked over you 
could get an

Everybody knows that electricity is very 

important in today’s world -your television,

your games console, phones and tablets 

all need electricity to work.

It’s The 
Magic 

Power!

But electricity is 
also dangerous.

It can really
hurt you



always remember to turn off 
electrical items when you’re 

not using them - 
especially when 
you go to bed!

electricity and 
water don’t mix, keep 
electrical items out 
of the bathroom.

electrical cables should be tucked 
away safely, you could trip or Fall if 

they are left trailing on the floor

if you need to change a 
lightbulb, always ask an 

adult to help.

make sure you don’t pull an electrical
cord from the wall. pulling on a cord can 

damage the appliance, the plug or the cable.  











www.powerpackpals.com
Play our games at


